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ABSTRACT 

In this thesis we give two extentions to the multiple choice modular design 

problem. In the first case, we consider the situation that parts axe purchased from 

different vendors. In the second case, we consider the situation that linear and 

sepaxable constraints are present in our model. We propose a heuristic for solving 

each of the problems. Some computational results axe included. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

Modular design is a special application of nonlinear programming. Consider 

the following example. A company produces electronic circuits which can be used 

in radios, televisions, calculators and etc. Here we define these products as end 

products. To meet the specific requirement of each end product, the company can 

produce several types of circuits, each of these is used in one of the end products. 

That is, each type of circuit is specially designed according to its function. This 

is the classical case in manufacturing, since most design engineers are trained to 

design by function. But in a competitive maxket, if a design engineer has a broader 

view, he may find there is a more efficient way to produce end products. 

Let us consider the following situation. Suppose, instead of producing several 

types of circuits, the company produces a standard circuit, defined as a module. 

One or more of these modules can meet the requirements of any of the end products. 

Q Module Q 

End Products 

Parts 

Figure 1.1 Modular Design 
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Based on following reasons, a company may choose to produce modules: 

(1). Since it is more efficient to manufacture end products by using modules than by 

using parts, customer waiting time can be decreased. This is vital in a competitive 

environment. 

(2). It is more efficient to repair a broken module in the end product, since it only 

requires simple substitution. 

(3). Modular production allows greater genuine variety of product line. 

If the company chooses to produce end products according to their function, 

the design charge will be low if each of the end products are well designed, but the 

manufacturing cost will be high. The reason is that the manufacturing process of 

each end product is different and facilities needed for each process axe different. If 

the company chooses to produce modules, the manufacturing cost will be cut. But 

the design cost will be high, since in each end product there may be some extra 

parts. Obviously, there is a trade-off between manufacturing cost and design cost. 

Our goal is to minimize the total cost of production. 

Starr[1965] and Shaftel[1972] discussed the economic advantage of using mod

ular production. Starr further addressed that some fundamental changes would be 

caused in enterprises. 

The following modular design problem was first presented by David Evans: 

J end items axe to be produced from I parts. Each end item is made up of a 

variety of parts with multiples of specific parts. The manufacturer has the option 

of producing all of the end items directly from the parts or producing standard 

modules of the parts and then producing the end items from these modules. It is 

assumed that only one standard module is used. The problem is to design the part 

mixture of the standard modules. The number of modules used in each end item 

must also be determined. 
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Evans also gave a mathematical model for this problem: 

Let: 

Rij = number of part i  required in end item j ,  i  = 1,. . . , / ,  j  = 1 , . . . ,</.  

Cj = cost for part i ,  i  = 1,. . . ,  I  

dj  = demand for end item j ,  j  = 1,. . . ,  J 

yj  = number of modules needed to produce end item j ,  j  = 1,. . . ,  J.  

Xi = number of part i  used in the module, i  = 1,. . . ,  I .  

The objective is to determine the values for x,-, yj that minimize the total 

cost of parts required to satisfy the demand for end products. The formulation is: 

I  J  

minimize  ̂ 2 c i x i^2djyj  (1.1) 
i=l 7=1 

subject to: 

XiVj > Rij  (1.2) 

Xi > 0 (1.3) 

Vj > 0 (1.4) 

Equation (1.1) is the objective function and represents the total cost of parts used 

to satisfy the demand for end products. Constraint (1.2) tells us that the number 

of each part used in each end product, should be at least equal to the requirement 

of that part in each end product. Constraints (1.3) and (1.4) restrict Xj and yj to 

positive real values. 

The solution to this model is the part make-up of the module so that the total 

parts cost is minimized while both the demand and the part-product requirements 

are satisfied. 

Evans' formulation has an uncountable number of solutions. If (x,  y) is an 

optimal solution vector, then for any 0 > 0, (Ox ,y/0) is also an optimal solution. 
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Using this property and assumption that c,- and dj are strictly positive, Evans 

transforms the formulation into a convex programming problem. 
. » • 

Goldberg [1986] discussed a modelling extension that allows part selection 

from a group of substitute parts and gave a heuristic to solve the model. The 

model is defined as "multiple choice modular design". Goldberg and Zhu also give 

a modelling extension of the multiple choice modular design problem which assumes 

that parts are purchased from a variety of vendors. A heuristic is given to solve 

this model also. We will discuss this heuristic in this thesis. Computational results 

are presented for some small size problems. This thesis gives another modelling 

extension to the multiple choice modular design problem where side constraints 

beyond the part requirements in each end product are included. In our model, linear 

side constraints are put on parts and end products separately. The model is defined 

as the "multiple choice modular design when linear separable side constraints are 

present". We discuss the model development, give a heuristic for solving this model 

and present some computational results. 

In the next chapter, we review the literature related to Evans' model and 

discuss Goldberg's algorithm for solving the multiple choice modular design prob

lem. In Chapter 3, we discuss a model and the heuristic for solving the multiple 

choice modular design problem when parts are purchased from a variety of vendors. 

We also discuss an optimal procedure to test the effectiveness of the heuristic. In 

Chapter 4, we discuss the model of multiple choice modular design problem when 

linear seperable constraints are present. A heuristic and a optimal procedure are 

developed to solved this problem. Computational results are included. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Literature Review 

In this chapter we review the literature related to Evans' model. We first 

discuss Shaftel's algorithm for solving the integer variable extension of Evan's model. 

Then we discuss Goldberg's heuristic for solving the multiple choice modular design 

model. 

2.1 Shaftel's Algorithm 

Many authors have extended Evans' model. Evans[1970] himself extends 

the model to multiple modules and shows that the problem is no longer convex. 

Shaftel[1971] put integer requirements on the decision variables and used partial 

enumeration to solve the modular design problem. Since Shaftel's algorithm is used 

as a subroutine in Goldberg's heuristic, it is fully described here. The model is: 

I  J  

minimize  ̂  Cj®,- ^ djyj  (2.1) 
i=l j=l 

subject to: 

x iHj ^ Rij (2-2) 

Xi > 0, integer (2.3) 

yj > 0, integer (2.4) 

In this thesis X and Y are considered as vectors and x t  and yj are the 

elements of these vectors. 
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Shaftel's algorithm is a search procedure that uses partial enumeration. It 

can be used to solve small modular design problems for their optimal integer solu

tion. In Shaftel's method complete enumeration is reduced to partial enumeration 

using two bounding techniques, "masking" and "dominance". The bounding tech

niques reduce the total number of function evaluations. 

A complete search algorithm simply looks at all possible Y values and find 

the corresponding X values using the following formula: 

Xi = max[Rij/yj] , i  = 1,. . . , /  (2.5) 
) 

Shaftel proved that the maximum number of solutions to be searched is equal to 

II"_1maxi[.R;j], where R{} is an element of the requirement matrix. To reduce the 

unnecessary search, Shaftel used two bounding techniques defined as masking and 

dominance. 

An easy way to search for all possible i, is to let y,- vary from 1 to maxj[i2jj] 

one unit a time. The corresponding x, is determined by formula (2.5). 

Masking occurs when increasing a particular yj beyond a certain level, all 

x, will remain the same. When this happens, the value of the objective function 

(23i=i c«'x«) be fixed, and the second part (2j=i djyj) is increased. There is 

no need to keep varying yj along this dimension. 

Dominance is defined as a property that [iZifc/j/*] <[Rij/yj] for all i  and 

some j ^ k. At this time, increasing y* will not affect the value of the X set, but 

the objective will increase. 

Shaftel showed that a problem with 34,408 possible solutions can be reduced 

to 850 possible solutions. 
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2.1 Goldberg's Heuristic 

Goldberg[1986] extends the model to multiple choice modular design model 

which allows parts to be selected from a group of substitutes. Goldberg developed 

a heuristic for solving his model. The heuristic uses the Shaftel algorithm to obtain 

integer solutions. 

The mathematical model is: 

subject to: 

S I ,  J  I ,  

min ££«»*•»+£4w £<**•< 
3=1 »=1 j-1 1=1 

I .  

WsiX s iyj  > R s j  
i= 1 

I .  

^2 f>si — 1 
i=l 

x s i  -  MS s i  < 0 

Xsi > 0,  integer 

Vj > 1,  integer 

6a i  6 (0,1) integer 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

where: 

x s i  = number of part i  from group 5 used in the module, s = 1,..., 5, i  = 1, . . . ,  I s;  

yj = number of modules used in the production of end product j ,  j  = 1, . . . ,  J; 

c _ / 0, if part i  from group s is used; _ . _ . _ T 
9 i ~ \ l ,  o t h e r w i s e .  ,  s  -  1 , . . . ,  t  -  1 , . . . ,  i 3 ;  

Fa i  = fixed cost associated when part i  from group s is used; i  = 1 5 = 

1,. . . ,S; 

c s{ = variable cost associated with part i  from group 5, i = 1,..., /s; s = 1,. . . ,  5; 

dj = demand for end product j ,  j  = 1, . . . ,  J;  
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R t j  = total strength of group s required in end product j ,  j  = 1J; 

wa i  = per unit strength of part i  in group s,  i  = 1,. . . ,  Ia ,  s  = 1,..., 5. 

Equation (2.6) is the objective function and gives total cost of paxts used to 

form end products. Constraint (2.7) indicates the total number of parts from each 

group used in every end product has to satisfy the strength requirement for that 

end product-group pair. Constraint (2.8) along with constraint (2.9) imply that 

only one part from each group can be chosen. Constraints (2.10) and (2.11) restrict 

x s i  and yj to nonnegative integers,  while constraint (2.12) restrict  S a j  to 0 or 1.  

If the values of S3 i  Eire given, the Shaftel algorithm can be used to solve the 

problem to optimality. Essentially Goldberg's heuristic tries to select the correct 

set of parts using a greedy procedure and then uses Shaftel's algorithm to solve the 

resultant modular design problem. The process repeats until no improvement can 

be found. 

The greedy procedure mentioned above is as follows: 

J  

minimize{F s i  + cs;{max[.RJJ7u>styj]} djj/;}, for i  = 1,..., Ia  (2.13) 

For a given Y vector, this formula is used to calculate the total cost of using part i  

from group s. In each group, it chooses a part with the minimum total cost. 

The heuristic is given as follows: 

Step 0: Choose the initial value for vector Y, set the current Y to this vector. 

Step 1: Using current Y, choose one part from each group that minimizes the 

following function: 

J  

Fai + Cj»{max[i2sj/u>s,-yj]} djyj 
1 i=i 

Step 2: Based on the parts chosen in step 1, solve the problem using Shaftel's 

algorithm. Denote this solution as (x*,y*). 
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Step 3: If y* is equal to the current y,  then stop. are the final solution 

to the problem. Else, set the current y equal to y* and go to step 1. 

Goldberg shows that the objective decreases in each iteration of the heuristic. 

Computational experiments showed that the heuristic finds the optimal solution in 

more than 75 percent of the cases. The average deviation of non-optimal solutions 

from optimality is less than 1 percent. 

In the next chapter, we will discuss the heuristic for solving the multiple 

choice modular design problem when many vendors are present. We use the multiple 

choice procedure as a subroutine in the heuristic. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Designing Modules When Multiple Vendors Are Present 

In this chapter, we discuss a model for designing modules when substitute 

parts and multiple vendors axe present. We also discuss a heuristic for solving this 

model. To test the effectiveness of the heuristic, an optimal procedure is given. 

Computational results axe presented. 

In many cases, there axe many parts that can satisfy the same technical 

requirement, and these parts are purchased from different vendors. Each vendor 

can supply a set of parts. There is a fixed cost and a variable cost associated with 

each part. If at least one part is supplied from a particular vendor, a fixed charge 

will be incurred. We want to design a single module so that end item demand, and 

the technical requirement constraints are satisfied, at minimum total cost. Denote 

v — 1,..., V as the set of vendors and Pv as the set of parts vendor v can supply. 

We assume that each part is supplied by only one vendor, so Pi,  P2, . . . ,  Py is a 

partition of all parts. 

G v  = the fixed cost associated with using vendor u; 

M = laxge number. 

x ai = number of part i  from group s used in the module, s = 1,..., S; 

yj = number of modules used in the production of end product j ,  j  = 1, . . . ,  J; 

3.1 Model Development 

Let: 
1, if vendor v is used; 
0, otherwise. 
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dj = demand for end product j ,  j  = 1 

csi = variable cost associated with part i  from group s,  i  = 1,..., J4, s = 1,. . . ,5; 

Fa{ = fixed cost associated when part i from group s is used, i = 1 s = 

w s{ = per unit strength of part i  in group s,  i  = 1,. . . ,  Ia ,  s  = 1,..., S; 

R s j  = total strength of group s required in product j ,  s  = 1, . . .  ,S,  j  = 1, . . . ,J; 

^ _ f 1, if part i from group s is used; 
" ~ \ 0, otherwise. 

The model is: 

V  S  J .  J  S I .  

min ^ ^ £vGv "I" ^ ^ >t "t" ^ ' djyj ^  ̂  ^  ] cSjX3j (3*1) 
V=1 3=1 1=1 j=l 3=1 i=l 

Subject to: 
i .  
^  ̂ WsjXsiVj ^  -Rsj (^-2) 
i=l 

I .  

£*« = i (3-3) 

i=l 

- M^t- < 0 (3.4) 

(3.5) 
i,a€P„ 

> 0> integer (3.6) 

yj > 1,  integer (3.7) 

Cv € (0,1),  integer (3.8) 

6 s i  € (0,1),  integer (3.9) 

(3.1) represents the total fixed cost of using the vendors plus the fixed cost of using 

any particular part plus the total variable part cost required to satisfy demand. 

(3.2) is the technical requirement. (3.3) requires only one part being chosed from 



each group. (3.4) and (3.5) are logical constraints and ensure that the appropriate 

indicator variables are set correctly for fixed charges. (3.6) and (3.7) require that 

x,i's and ?/j's are nonnegative. (3.8) and (3.9) require that 6V and (v are 0-1 integer 

variables. 

3.2 Heuristic 

In the above model, if we ignore the vendor charge in the objective and 

constraints (3.5) and (3.9), then the result is the multiple choice modular design 

problem discussed in Chapter 2. It is obvious that there is a trade-ofF between the 

fixed vendor charge and the part cost of the design. The more vendors we use, the 

higher the fixed charge incurred however the smaller design charge incurred since 

we have a larger part selection. If we vise fewer vendors, we can cut down the vendor 

charges, but the design charges will increase since we have a smaller part selection. 

To get the feasible solution, it is necessary that we select enough vendors so 

that at least one part in every part group is available. If a set of vendors provides 

at least one part in each group, the set covers all part groups, and we define the 

set as a "cover".  The basic idea of this heuristic is to start  with a cover then try 

to add vendors or delete vendors from the cover until no benefit can be gained by 

adding or deleting a vendor. 

We can start the heuristic with a vendor set which contains all vendors, or 

contains fewer vendors. In this heuristic, we start with a cover that is a small sized 

vendor set. Looking for a cover with minimum fixed charge is a set covering problem 

and it is known that the set covering problem is NP-complete. Instead of looking 

for an optimal cover set, we use a greedy procedure. The procedure is: 

Step 0: For each vendor v,  complete its usability index as: 

G_v 
number of  groups v covers 
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Initialize the supplier set = <j>, the unassigned vendor set = V, the 

uncovered groups set = S, and go to step 1. 

Step 1: Find the vendor with the lowest usability index in the unassigned set. 

Denote this as vendor v. Add v to the supplier set and delete it from 

the unassigned set. Delete any groups that v covers from the set of 

uncovered groups. Go to step 2. 

Step 2: If the set of uncovered groups = <j>, then stop, the supplier set is a 

cover. Else, recompute the usability index of the unassigned vendors 

as: 

G_v 
number of  groups in the uncovered set  that v covers 

Return to step 1. 

The above procedure finds a cover if one exists. 

Given that we have a set of vendors that covers all the part groups, we can 

use Goldberg's heuristic discussed in Chapter 2 to solve the problem for a design. 

The remaining problem is how to add and delete vendors from the cover. 

When a design is given, we scan the unchosen vendor list to look for vendors 

that can be added to the cover. As stated before, the more vendors used, the larger 

the part set and the lower the design cost. We use the term "benefit" here to 

quantify the decrease in design cost. We want to add a vendor to the vendor list if 

and only if the total benefit of adding a vendor is greater than the vendor charge. 

Computing the total benefit for adding vendor v requires deciding if parts supplied 

by v will be chosen for any group. So, we look at each part in Pv and determine 

it's cost effectiveness relative to the current y values and the part currently being 

used for group s.  This procedure is  a  heurist ic since we only consider the current y 

values in our selection decision. Assume that only one part per group is considered 
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from a vendor so that benefit is not derived from two parts in P v  that are both in 

group s and are both better than the part currently being used. It is simple to select 

the better part based on the current y values. Denote (k,s) as the part currently 

selected in group s. The total benefit of adding a vendor can be computed using: 

J 
TB — ^ ] max{0, Fks "I" djyj(c).sx c,a[max Raj/wiayjY)} 

(i,3)ZPv 3=1 3 

Vendor v should be added if: 

G v  < TB 

The computation remains valid as long as the y values and the part (k,  s)  remain 

constant. So, we can add two vendors v and v' without doing any additional com

putations if the vendors contain no economical parts in the same group. When the 

vendors both contain economical parts in the same group, adding both vendors can 

overstate the benefits computed since only one part is used in any group. We look 

at each vendor individually to see if it can be added. Feasibility is not an issue 

when adding vendors, since a cover with an added vendor remains a cover. 

In the same iteration, we also scan the vendor list to look for vendors that 

can be deleted from the cover. Whenever we delete a vendor from the usable list, 

we narrow the part selection set. The design cost might increase. We use the term 

"penalty" to quantify the increase. We delete a vendor if and only if the penalty 

is less than the vendor charge. Computing the total penalty for deleting vendor 

v requires finding the next best part in each group where a part from Pv is used. 

Define Kv as the set of parts (i, s) where part («,«) € Pv and part (i,s) is selected 

for use in group s. Part (k,s) denotes the second best part in groups and is used 

when part (i,s) is not available. Note that part (k, s) can not be supplied by the 
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same vendor as part (i ,s) .  Then the total penalty for deleting vendor v from the 

used list is: 

J  

TP = ^2 ~ c ia[m*xRsj/u>iayj]} 
(i,«)€*"„ J=i 1 

So, vendor v can be deleted if: 

G v  > TP 

The penalty computation remains valid as long as the y values and the second best 

part (k, s) remain constant. If no second best part exists for a group, then we know 

that  the cover is  broken if  vendor v is  deleted.  We can delete two vendors v and v'  

simultaneously if the two vendors do not both have parts in the same group. When 

the vendors both contain parts in the same group, deleting v and v' may understate 

TP if the two vendors supply the best and second best parts for the group. As 

before, we look at each vendor individually to see if it can be deleted. If no second 

best part exists for a group, then we know that the cover will be broken if vendor 

v is deleted. We do not delete a vendor that will cause infeasibility. 

The complete heuristic is: 

Step 0: Find a cover for the groups using the cover heuristic discussed above. 

Step 1: Solve a multiple choice modular design problem using the heuristic in 

Chapter 2. Denote its solution as (x*, y*) and go to step 2. 

Step 2: Using the formula for total benefit TB, (x*,y*),  find the set of vendors 

to add to the usable list. Go to step 3. 

Step 3: Using the formula for total penalty TP, (x*,y*),  find the set of vendors 

to delete from the usable list. Go to step 4. 

Step 4: Implement the changes derived in step 2 and step 3 then return to 

step 1. If there are no changes, then STOP. The heuristic solution is 

(**,»*). 
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The heuristic is monotonic in objective and remains primal feasible if the 

design subroutine in step 1 starts with the current solution and does not digress or 

go infeasible. This follows since the selection measure for changing vendors ensures 

that the current solution improves if a vendor is added or deleted. Also, only one 

design problem is solved at each iteration. The values for TB are not reduced and 

may increase if current vendors are deleted. So if TB > Gv for a vendor, then 

the inequality still holds when some of the current vendors are not used. A similar 

argument can be made for deleting vendors. Therefore all deletions and additions 

to the vendor set can be done simultaneously. In the later discussion, we refer to 

the multiple choice modular design problem as "SP". 
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Example 3-1. 

We demonstrate the main steps of the heuristic through a small example. 

Consider a problem with 4 possible vendors, 3 substitution groups, 10 total parts, 

and 4 products. The exact data for the problem is given in table 3.0. Note that we 

have numbered the parts from 1 to 10 to make the presentation clearer. 

The first step in the heuristic is to select a cover for the substitution groups. 

Because the problem is small, we solve for the minimum cost cover and use it as 

the initial cover. So, 

C4 = 1, Ci = (2 = C3 = 0. 

Using the part set supplied by vendor 4, we solve problem SP and obtain the 

solution: 

2 /1= 2 /2 =  2 /3 =  2 /4 = 1, 

part 7 = 5, part 8 = 10, part 10 = 3, 

and the total objective considering both the vendor charges and the design charges 

is 38016.4. 

We next test whether any vendors can be deleted. Since we have only one 

vendor in the cover, clearly it must stay. Next we test whether any vendor can be 

added to the cover. Using the formula for TB on each vendor not in the cover, we 

obtain: 
Vendor TB Fixed Cost 

1 0 2065 
2 11492.8 1001 
3 4430.7 2352 
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So, vendors 2 and 3 axe candidates to enter. Since the sets of economical parts 

contributed by vendors 2 and 3 do not contain parts in the same group, both 

vendors can be added. So the new cover is: 

C2 = C3 = C4 = 1, Ci — 0-

We again solve SP (with an expanded part list) and obtain the following 

solution: 

Vi =3, y2 = 4, y3 = 3, y4 = 4, 

part 4 = 1, part 2 = 1, part 3 = 1, 

and the total objective considering both the vendor charges and the design charges 

is 24889.4. 

We next check whether it is economical to delete any vendors from the cover. 

Evaluating TP for vendors 2 and 3 yields the following values: 

Vendor TP Fixed Cost 

2 19802.2 1413 
3 7344.9 2352 
4 0.0 1413 

So, we delete vendor 4 from the cover. 

The only candidate for entering the cover is vendor 1. Evaluating TB, we 

obtain no benefit, so vendor 1 should not be added to the cover. We call the routine 

to evaluate SP for the third time and obtain the same solution as in the previous 

iteration. The total objective has been reduced by the fixed cost of vendor 4 so our 

objective value is 23476.4. The heuristic terminates in the next iteration since no 

vendor can be deleted without breaking the cover, and it is uneconomical to add 

either of the two remaining vendors. 



Table 3.0 - Example Data 

Vendor Cost, Part Cost and Strength Data 

Vendor 
and Cost 

Part Group 
No. No. 

Fsi c s i  W 3 i  

1 
2065 

1 1 1038 40.7 3.0 

2 
1001 

2 2 
3 3 

1156 29.6 5.2 
1920 27.1 5.7 

3 

2352 

4 1 
5 1 
6 2 

2024 11.9 5.2 
1050 35.8 1.4 
1711 42.5 1.1 

8 
1413 

7 1 
2 2 
9 2 
10 3 

2996 20.5 4.7 
782 28.1 1.6 

1668 26.2 1.1 
897 41.1 5.8 

Product Requirement and Demand Data 

Group Product 1 Product 2 Product 3 Product 4 

1 12.5 17.1 15.0 19.0 
2 15.2 16.0 9.2 15.5 
3 13.4 7.9 14.8 8.2 

Demand 19 19 14 11 
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To evaluate the effectiveness of the heuristic, an implicit enumeration algo

rithm is developed to solve the problem optimally. Cheraghi[1987] developed an 

implicit enumeration algorithm for optimally solving the multiple choice modular 

design problem. Cheraghi's algorithm is used as a subroutine in this implicit enu

meration algorithm. 

Assume we have partitioned the vendors into two sets U and U. For U, 

has a fixed value while (v is free for vendors in U. Then a lower bound, LB, 

for optimal solution for fixing U is: LB = max(min cost cover, £veu Gv£v) + 

minimum design charge assuming £v = 1 for v € U 

LB represents the cost to obtain vendors in U with £v = 1 plus the cost of 

the best design that can be obtained from using all vendors in U. If we have a 

feasible solution with an objective value lower than LB we need not fix U. Any 

valid lower bound for the minimum cost cover can be used in LB. Also, LB is set 

to oo when setting C« = 1 f°r all v £ U does not yield a cover. 

The implicit enumeration algorithm is following: 

Step 0: Use the heuristic to obtain an incumbent feasible solution 2 or set 

z — oo. For problem 1, set U\ = $ and Ui = 1,..U. Set the 

problem counter k = 1. 

Step 1: If k = 0, then stop, the incumbent solution and its associated decision 

variables are optimal. Otherwise, go to step 2. 

Step 2: Check if the current problem is feasible and yields a lower objective 

value than the incumbent. For problem k, if v : v G Uk, £* = 1 forms a 

cover, solve Problem (3.1)-(3.9) and compute the vendor fixed charge 

for the cover assuming £* = 0 for u G Uk. If the sum of the fixed 

vendor charge and the cost of the solution to SP is less than z, then 
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replace the incumbent with £* and update z to equal the sum. In any 

case, go to step 3. 

Step 3: Compute the lower bound LB (£* : v 6 Uk) for problem k  using the 

formula discussed in the previous paragraph. If the lower bound is 

larger than z or Uk = $, set k = k - 1 and go to step 1. Else go to 

step 4. 

Step 4: Select a v € Uk and denote it v'. Split problem k into two problems. 

The first problem overwrites problem k by setting Uk = Uk U v', Uk 

= Uk -v', and (k, = 1. The second problem is formed using the same 

operations except it goes in the k + 1 problem slot and £*, + 1 = 0. 

Note that the vendor selected for both problem k and k + 1 is the 

same. Set k = k + 1 and go to step 2. 

The selection criteria in step 4 can affect the performance of the algorithm. 

We selected the vendor with the largest fixed charge, trying to increase LB, but 

others are possible. There will be at most one call to Cheraghi's algorithm per 

iteration since the solutions to previous problems can be used later in the enumer

ation. On the branch where (v> is set to 1, the bound for the new problem is Gv> 

added to the bound for the parent problem. On the branch where (vi is set to 0, 

the incumbent will remain the same, we only evaluate the bound. This follows since 

in step 2 we assume that = 0 for v € Uk when finding the value of the feasible 

solution. So, a great deal of computation can be saved for a small storage cost. 

Also, once a specific problem generates a cover all problems that evolve from the 

specific problem also generate covers so the condition to perform step 2 is easy to 

evaluate. 
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3.3 Experimental Results 

The computational experiment consisted of 180 randomly generated prob

lems organized in a 4x3x3 factorial experiment. Five replications were done at each 

design setting. The design settings for the number of parts were 25, 30, 35, and 

40 parts, the design settings for the number of groups were 3, 5, and 7, and the 

settings for the number of vendors tested were 5, 7, and 9. All problems were run 

with 4 end products. These problem sizes were similar to the size of the problems 

run in Cheraghi[1987]. 

Data for each run were uniformly generated from the intervals listed in table 

3.1. The data were chosen so that there actually was a trade-off between the vendor 

charges and the design charges. If the vendor charges are too large, then the problem 

becomes a set covering problem while if the part charges are too large, then the 

problem is simply a multiple choice design problem. Our goal was to test the entire 

heuristic, not just one of the subroutines. 

The heuristic and the implicit enumeration algorithm were coded vising For

tran 77 and the experiment was run on a VAX 11/780 computer. The results are 

listed in table 3.2 and 3.3. 

Table 3.1-Parameter Intervals for Experiment 

Parameter Interval 
Gv 

Fia 

vendor fixed charge 
part fixed charge 
part variable charge 
part strength 
product demand 
group-product requirements 

(800,3000) 
(300,3000) 
(10,50) 
(1,6) 
(10,20) 
(5,20) 
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Two methods were used in the heuristic to compute the initial cover. First 

we tried the minimum cost cover heuristic presented earlier in this section, and then 

we used all vendors in the initial cover. 

Table 3.2 contains the results by factor for three of the four possible combi

nations between the starting covers and the method of evaluating SP. We did not 

perform the experiment using a heuristic for SP and all vendors in the initial cover 

since our results showed that there was little difference in performance when using 

a heuristic or an optimizing procedure for SP. Table 3.3 contains the comparison 

results for both methods of finding an initial cover. Results when using the heuristic 

for the minimum cost cover are listed in columns 4 through 7, while results when 

using all vendors in the initial cover are listed in columns 8 and 9. For columns 4 

and 5, SP is solved to optimality, while a heuristic for SP is used for columns 6 and 

7. For the "all vendors" cover method, we report only the results when SP is solved 

to optimality. 

From table 3.3 in 136 runs the heuristic found the optimal solution while in 

137 runs the heuristic found a solution identical to the implicit enumeration algo

rithm when SP was not solved to optimality. Note that the values in the deviations 

columns are averaged only over the runs that were not optimal or identical. For 

example, in the first row, 3 of 5 runs produced optimal answers while the other two 

runs gave a heuristic value that was 1.92 percent above the implicit enumeration 

value. 

The two methods used for solving SP gave essentially identical results. In 

only one run did the heuristic SP and the optimal SP method choose the same 

vendor set and give different answers. These results confirm the results in Cher-

aghi[1987] that the heuristic for SP obtains solutions that are very close to op

timality. Also this small experiment seems to suggest that when using pairwise 



interchange heuristic, it may not be best to solve subproblems to optimality. In

tuitively speaking, by not solving the subproblem exactly, there is more room to 

do pairwise interchange and move to a better vendor set. Of course, it is also pos

sible to move off of the optimal solution. We will investigate this computational 

phenomenon in pairwise interchange heuristics for other models in another paper. 

The final two columns of table 3.3 show that when all vendors are initially 

included in the cover, the optimal solution was obtained in 125 runs. The deviations 

tended to be higher than those reported earlier in table 3.3 and extremely high 

deviations appeared. It seems that when a poor initial solution is used, the heuristic 

can get stuck on a very bad solution (18.75% deviation). 

Table 3.2 gives the results broken down by the factors for the set of runs. It 

seems that the heuristic performs well when the number of parts is small and when 

the number of groups is large. When the number of parts per group is small, the 

heuristic for SP performs well since problem SP can choose only a single part in each 

group. It is encouraging that the heuristic works as well as the implicit enumeration 

method when the number of vendors increases since the main point of the heuristic 

is to determine the correct vendors to select. Also, when the heuristic does not find 

the optimal solution, the average deviation is on the order of 5% however single 

runs were found where the deviation was more than 10%. When all vendors axe 

included in the initial cover, the performance deteriorates as the number of vendors 

increases. Again, this is an expected result. Note however that even though the 

heuristic finds the optimal solution fewer times, the average deviations do not rise 

substantially. 

Run times for the heuristic were on the order of seconds when the heuristic for 

SP was used. Usually 2 or 3 iterations were required for termination. The implicit 

enumeration algorithm generally ran in less than 30 minutes of CPU time, but when 
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the number of vendors increases, the execution times will increase drastically. It 

seems that a great deal of time is used in solving SP to optimally. Unfortunately 

this is necessary to ensure the optimal solution. The average running times as a 

function of the number of vendors are as follows (in CPU seconds, VAX 11/780): 

Vendors Heuristic Optimal 

5 1.18 461.59 
7 1.48 805.08 
9 1.95 1714.23 

Table 3.2 - Heuristic Results by Factor 

Minimum Cost Cover All Vendor Cover 

Optimal SP Heuristic SP Optimal SP 

Parts 
Number 
Optimal 

Percent 
Deviation 

Number 
Optimal 

Percent 
Deviation 

Number 
Optimal 

Percent 
Deviation 

25 40 2.16 41 2.57 37 4.05 

30 34 5.47 34 5.47 28 5.09 

40 30 4.42 30 3.75 32 4.55 

45 32 4.63 32 4.54 28 5.31 



Table 3.3 - Heuristic Performance 

Number Number Number Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent 
Parts Groups Vendors Optimal Deviation Identical Deviation Optimal Deviation 

5 3 1.92 4 3.39 3 1.92 
25 3 7 4 0.08 4 0.08 5 0 

9 5 0 5 0 4 18.74 
5 5 0 5 0 4 0.46 

25 5 7 5 0 5 0 5 0 
9 4 5.28 4 5.28 2 3.21 
5 5 0 5 0 5 0 

25 7 7 4 1.51 4 1.51 4 1.51 
9 5 0 5 0 4 1.51 
5 3 2.93 3 2.93 3 4.03 

30 3 7 2 4.61 2 4.61 0 4.72 
9 2 10.45 2 10.45 2 4.62 
5 4 5.43 4 5.43 3 13.10 

30 5 7 5 0 5 0 4 3.26 
9 5 0 5 0 4 4.17 
5 5 0 5 0 5 0 

30 7 7 4 2.59 4 2.59 4 2.59 
9 4 1.11 4 1.11 4 3.30 
5 4 8.25 4 8.25 5 0 

35 3 7 2 4.21 2 4.21 2 8.73 
9 2 2.05 2 2.05 1 4.39 
5 3 7.74 3 7.74 5 0 

35 5 7 4 2.04 4 2.04 4 2.04 
9 2 6.07 2 3.12 1 2.89 
5 4 0.90 4 0.'90 5 0 

35 7 7 4 2.74 4 1.48 5 0 
9 5 0 5 0 4 1.81 
5 1 8.06 1 8.06 1 6.85 

40 3 7 4 8.43 4 7.18 3 1.31 
'9 3 3.86 3 3.86 1 12.53 

5 4 0.77 4 0.77 5 0 
40 5 7 4 1.18 4 1.18 3 0.90 

9 4 0.14 4 0.14 4 1.36 
5 4 4.77 4 4.77 4 0.77 

40 7 7 5 0 5 0 5 0 
9 3 2.49 3 2.49 2 1.99 
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CHAPTER 4 

Designing Modules When 

Linear Separable Constraints Are Present 

In this chapter, we give an extension of the multiple choice modular design 

problem. We discuss the situation when linear separable side constraints are present 

in the multiple choice modular design model. As defined in Chapter 1, the linear 

separable constraints are linear constraints on parts or end products separately. A 

heuristic is developed to solve this problem . Computational results are presented. 

4.1 Model Development 

In some cases, there may be some other requirements for parts and end 

products. For example, a company may want their radio products to be light and 

handy. To meet this requirement, the designer has to limit the volume and the 

weight of each module. Since each part has a different volume and weight, it is 

important to pick parts with small volume and small weight while keeping the total 

cost as low as possible. So, constraints must be placed on the selected part set. 

Further, if the company has a limited assembly capacity, each end product requires 

a different assembling time and all products have to be delivered before some due 

date. Therefore constraints may also be placed on end products. The constraints 

could also be on labor, floor space and so on. We assume that all the constraints 

in the model are linear and the constraints are placed either on parts or on end 

products. We define this problem as "multiple choice modular design problem with 

linear separable constraints". 
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The model for the above problem is: 

Subject to: 

S I ,  J  I ,  

min ^ 53 6>iFai + S d>yi S c"Xai t4,1) 
s=l J=1 j=1 S=1 

/. 
^  ̂  W a j X s t ] ) j  ^  R a j  ( 4 - 2 )  
»=1 

S I. 
^ ] Q-silXai — (4-3) 

3=1 1=1 

J  

^  ^ j m V j  ^  B m  ( 4 - 4 )  
i=i 

/. 
y! ̂ai = 1 (4-5) 
1=1 

-  MS a i  < 0 (4.6) 

x3i > 0 integer (4.7) 

yj > 0 integer (4.8) 

f>si € [0,1] (4.9) 

where: x a i ,  y j ,  S a i ,  F a i ,  c„i ,  d j ,  w 3 i ,  R a j ,  and M are as defined in Chapter 3. a au 

axe constraint coefficients of parts, 6jm are constraint coefficients of end products. 

Ai and Bm axe constraint right hand side values. For example, aau could be volume 

of each part and Ai could be maximum volume of each module and so on. 

The objective of this model is the same as that of the multiple choice modular 

design model which we discussed in Chapter 2. We want to design a module with 

minimum total cost. The technical requirements have to be satisfied as well as the 

linear constraints on parts and end products. Notice that linear constraints (4.3) 

and (4.4) contain either xai variables or yj variables, but not both. We further 
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assume that only one part can be used at one time for each group. This model 

represents a more general situation than the multiple choice modular design model 

studied by Cheraghi. 

4.2 Heuristic 

Adding linear separable constraints to the multiple choice modular design 

model greatly increases its difficulty. The greedy selection procedure used in Chap

ter 2 to pick a part from each group when linear separable constraints are not 

present may not be good in the new model. It can find the parts with smallest 

fixed and variable costs under a given Y value, but the constraint coefficients of the 

chosen parts may be large, thus X may not be feasible.(X and Y axe as defined 

previously.) 

It is important to find a feasible solution in solving the new model. Recall 

that for any given Y value, the selection procedure we discussed in Chapter 2 can 

find a part which will automatically satisfy the technical requirement and the part 

set selected has the minimum cost when linear constraints are not present. This 

selection procedure can also be used to pick an initial part set in our problem. The 

selection formula is: 

J  

^min { F a i  + csi[max R a j / w 3 i y j ]  ̂  d j y j ]  (4.10) 
1_,_ ' 3 i=i 

We choose one part from each group that minimizes (4.10). For any given Y  value 

in our problem, if the part set is feasible to constraints (4.3), it is certainly the 

minimum cost part under that given Y value. But in many cases, we cannot find a 

feasible X by simply using the above selection procedure. Otherwise, the problem 

will become multiple choice modular design problem. Whenever a part set we picked 
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is not feasible, we have to pick again under a new criteria. Linear constraints have 

to be considered in the new criteria. 

To avoid the difficulty of looking for both feasible X and feasible Y, we start 

from a lowest Y value to pick a part set in our heuristic. This means that each 

element in Y is set to one. If the lowest Y value is not feasible for constraint set 

(4.4), there is no feasible solution. In each iteration we will keep Y feasible and pick 

a part from each group. So the problem becomes how can we find a good feasible 

X value given the current Y value. The heuristic is that for any given feasible Y 

value, we use formula (4.10) to pick a part from each group. If the part set is not 

feasible, we propose a two-step procedure to look for a feasible solution. In Step 

One, we introduce a lagrangian relaxation into selection formula (4.10). This step 

will evaluate the trade-offs between the fixed and variable costs and the constraint 

coefficients. The constraint coefficients of the chosen parts will become smaller, but 

total cost might increase. If Step One fails to find a feasible solution, we go to Step 

Two. Step Two is a greedy procedure that tries to decrease the current X value 

to get a feasible solution. The Y value remains feasible at this step. The two-step 

procedure will be fully described in the following section. 

4.2.1 Feasibility 

To find optimal feasible solutions, we have to evaluate the trade-offs be

tween the fixed and variable costs and the constraint coefficients. The selection for

mula (4.10) does not evaluate the trade-offs between the fixed and variable costs and 

the constraints. One way to improve that selection procedure is to use lagrangian 

relaxation and move constraints into the objective and solve the unconstrainted 

problem. We refer this as Step One. 
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Denote Aj, A2,..., Ax, as the nonnegative lagrange multipliers. After moving 

the linear constraints into the objective, the procedure to select a part from each 

group follows that of the previous section. The formula is: 

/  I .  

i<K7 ^F" + c"im^xR'j/1v"y^ diyi + - ̂1) + • • • 
3 j=l i= 1 

I. 
+^L(j>2a3iLxsi ~ AL)} 

8=1 

We want to select part i in group 5 that total cost will be minimized for the 

given Y value. When any of the linear constraints are not feasible, the corresponding 

A1 will be set to a positive value, thus a penalty will be placed on the objective. 

For example, if the Ith linear constraint is not feasible, ^jli aauxsi — Ai will be 

p o s i t i v e  a n d  s i n c e  A /  w i l l  a l s o  b e  s e t  t o  a  p o s i t i v e  v a l u e ,  s o  A j (  a 3 n x 3 i  —  A i )  

will be positive, the objective will be increased. So, lagrangian relaxation evaluates 

trade-offs between cost and feasibility. 

Whenever Ai, A2, ..., A1 are given, we can use this procedure to pick a 

part from each group. However, we don't know the A/ values and it is not an easy 

problem to solve for A/ values. To ease the problem of solving for multiple A/'s, 

we can collapse many Ai(l = 1,..., L) terms into a single A term. This alternative 

selection formula is: 

J  I .  

mm + csl-[maxRaj/waiyj] V]djyj + A( Y^(Y]aaiixai - 4/))} (4.11) 
1<K/| 3 ' — j=1 ieL* 1=1 

where L' is the set of unsatisfied constraints. As before, we want to select part i in 

group 5 that will minimize the total cost when the Y value is given. 

In the alternative procedure, we only consider the unsatisfied linear con

straints. If there is at least one linear constraint not satisfied, we set A to a positive 
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number. Again, A can be thought as a penalty multiplier in the alternative proce

dure. When A is small, this procedure will choose parts with small total cost under 

the given Y value. When A is large, this procedure will choose parts with small 

constraint coefficients. If the X value we get is not feasible, we increase A and pick 

a  n e w  p a r t  f r o m  e a c h  g r o u p .  W e  r e p e a t  t h i s  p r o c e d u r e  u n t i l  w e  f i n d  a  f e a s i b l e  X  

value or A is larger than the prespecified upper limit. 

It is obvious that this alternative procedure is much easier to implement. 

The value of A is determined by the magnitude of the cost and the magnitude of 

the penalty. It is sensitive to the a,,-/ and At values. For example, if asu and Ai 

value are large, a small A will put on an effective penalty. If asu and Ai value 

are small, for the same X value, a large A is needed to affect the selection. The 

numerical experiment showed that the step length of A should be set so that for 

each increase in A, the resultant increase of the penalty term is about 5-10% of 

the cost term. In our heuristic, we use this alternative procedure rather than the 

original lagrangian procedure. 

Step One is a greedy procedure, when the linear constraints are loose, A 

will be set to zero and we are solving a multiple choice modular design problem. 

When the linear constraints are tight, it evaluates the trade-offs between cost and 

f e a s i b i l i t y .  T h i s  p r o c e d u r e  c a n  n o t  g u a r a n t e e  a  f e a s i b l e  s o l u t i o n ,  s i n c e  w h e n  t h e  Y  

value is too small, the X value will always be too large to be feasible. Also since 

we place penalty only on those unsatisfied constraints, we might lose some of the 

satisfied constraints while we increase the A value to select a new part set. Some 

constraints might move back and forth between L and V. If Step One fails to find 

a feasible solution, we go to the following procedure. We refer this as Step Two. 

Step Two follows directly from Step One. In Step Two we assume that we 

have already picked the part set in which each part has the "smallest" constraint 
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coefficients for constraints in V  in each group. The infeasibility of X  is due to the 

small Y value. Step Two tries to drive X into the feasible resion by decreasing 

one element of X by one unit each iteration. From constraint (4.2) we know that 

whenever the X value is decreased, the Y value has to be increased to maintain 

f e a s i b i l i t y .  T h e  f o l l o w i n g  l e m m a  t e l l s  t h e  r e l a t i o n s h i p  b e t w e e n  t h e  d e c r e a s e  i n  X  

a n d  t h e  i n c r e a s e  i n  Y .  

Lemma: 

A decrease of one unit in x3{ results in an increase of yj by if their 

product remains constant. 

Proof: Because their product remains constant, 

( x s i  -  1 ) { y j  + Ay)  = x a iyj  

XsiVj  ~  Vj  + x 3 i  Ay -  Aj/ = x s iyj  

# 
Since xsi variables and yj variables are integer, yj variables should be in

creased by [  ]•  As defined before,  [a]  is  the smallest  integer larger than a.  

In this problem, we do not have to increase all yj variables by [T since 

n o t  a l l  p a i r s  o f  y j  a n d  x , i  a r e  t i g h t  i n  c o n s t r a i n t  ( 4 . 2 ) .  I f  w s i x s i y j  >  R „ j ,  y j  

may remain the same value even after the adjustment for xs{ is made. So, when we 

decrease one unit, the adjustment for yj is: 

Vj = max{[./?Jj/ujJI
,(xsj 1)], [yj -I- j/j/(^ai 1)]} 

3 

Within feasibility limits, we can decrease any x9i variables and adjust the 

corresponding yj variables. A better way is to choose the variable with largest 
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sum of coefficients in violated constraints, since we want to drive X  into the feasible 

region as fast as possible. 

We also have to pay attention to the feasibility of the Y  value at this step 

when we decrease the X value. We will not decrease an x3{ variable if doing so 

will break the feasibility of constraints (4.4). Also, the x„i variable must always be 

greater than or equal to one. 

Step Two is to pick an xai variable, decrease it by one unit, then test the 

feasibility of the X value. If the X value is not feasible, pick an x3{ variable again 

and repeat the above process. The new xa{ variable need not be the same as the 

previous choice. This process is repeated until the X is feasible or we can not find 

an xai variable to decrease. 

The model for choosing a asat to decrease is: 

max 53 (4-12) 
l&L' 

Subject to: 
j 

(4.13) 
i=i 

s  i .  
££*"' = 1 (4.14) 
3=1 1=1 

y'j > 1, integer (4.15) 

6ai = (0,1),integer (4.16) 

The objective of this model is to decrease the left hand side of the unsatisfied 

constraint as fast as possible. (4.13) keeps the Y value in the feasible region. (4.14) 

ensures that only one element from X will be decreased at one time, y'j represents 

the yj variable after x„• is adjusted. Whenever X has been adjusted, we have to 

test the linear constraints and update V if any of the constraints become feasible. 
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4.2.2 Heuristic Procedure 

After discussing the two-step procedure in the last section, we are now ready 

to present the heuristic itself. The two-step procedure is used to look for a feasible 

solution in this heuristic. Shaftel's algorithm is used as a subroutine to solve the 

integer variable extension of Evan's model. 

The heuristic is: 

Step 0: Set = 1(_; = 1,..., J), incumbent = oo, if Y °  is not feasible to 

constraints (4.4), STOP. Otherwise denote Y° as current Y, go to 

step 1. 

Step 1: Use the selection procedure discussed in Chapter 2 to look for a fea

sible part set. If we find one, go to step 3, otherwise go to step 2. 

Step 2: Use the two-step procedure discussed in the last section to look for a 

feasible part set. If we find one, go to step 3, otherwise STOP. 

Step 3: Using the Shaftel algorithm solve the modular design problem, denote 

the solution as (X*,Y*), if Y* = current Y, STOP. Otherwise, denote 

Y *  a s  c u r r e n t  Y  a n d  g o  t o  s t e p  1 .  C a l c u l a t e  t h e  o b j e c t i v e  o f  ( X * ,  Y * )  

and see if it is the best so far. If it is the best, store (X*, Y*) and its 

objective as the incumbent. 

Note that in this heuristic we always keep the Y  value feasible and try to find 

a feasible part set under different Y values. To keep the Y value feasible, we have 

to test the linear feasibility in Shaftel's algorithm. Since the Y value may change 

within each iteration, the objective is not monotonic, so we have to save the best 

objective value in each iteration. 

This heuristic can not guarantee finding a feasible solution when one 

exists. If we can not find an to decrease in the model (4.12)-(4.16), 
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it means that the heuristic can not find a feasible solution for this problem. 

Example 4-1. 

We demonstrate how the heuristic works by solving the following small prob

lem. Consider a problem with 3 substitution groups, 10 parts and 4 end products. 

There are three linear constraints on parts and two linear constraints on end prod

ucts. The exact data for the problem is given in table 4.1. 

In the heuristic we first set yi = t/2 = J/3 = J/4 = 1 and use the selection 

formula (4.10) to choose the part set with minimum cost. The parts we chose are: 

part 1 = 5, part 4 = 5, part 10 = 4 

But unfortunately, this part set is not feasible. 

We next use the two-step feasible procedure to look for a feasible solution. 

In Step One, penalty will be placed on the unsatisfied constraints. We found a new 

solution when A=350: 

part 1 = 5, part 4 = 5, part 6 = 4 

This part set is also infeasible. Since increasing A does not change the solution, we 

have to go to Step Two to look for a feasible solution. 

In Step Two, we choose part 4 to decrease since its constraint coefficients 

in the unsatified constraints are large. The Y value is increased from (1,1,1,1) to 

(2,1,2,1) and a feasible part set is found, which is: 

part 1 = 4, part 4 = 5, part 6 = 4 

We then use the Shaftel's Algorithm to solve the integer version of a Evan's model. 

The solution is: 

2/1 =1, V 2 =  2, y3 = 1, J/4 = 2, 
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part 1=5 ,  part 4  =  3 ,  part 10  =  3  

We store this solution as the incumbent, the total cost of this solution is 

60041. In the next iteration we end up with the same solution. So the heuristic 

terminates. From a complete enumeration we know that the minimum total cost to 

this problem is 60019 and there are 1570 feasible solutions. 

Example 4-2. 

In table 4.2 we give data where the heuristic fails to find a feasible solution. 

There are 3 substitution groups, 10 parts and 4 end products. The two-step pro

cedure fails to find a feasible part set and the heuristic terminates at step 3. A 

complete enumeration shows that only 8 feasible solutions exist in this problem. 

These feasible solutions are different combinations of X and Y values. The optimal 

solution to this problem is: 

2/1 = 1, J/2 = 2, 2/3 = 1, Va = 1, 

part 1 = 5 ,  part 7  =  4 ,  part 9  =  3  

The minimum total cost is 86702. 



Table 4.1 - Example Data 

Part Cost, Strength Data and Constraint Coefficient 

Group Part •Fai Csj Wai aa»l asi 1 aai3 
No. No. 
1 1 2513 11.6 3.08 4 5 6 

2 2926 47.2 4.43 3 1 4 
3 559 21.8 5.03 3 3 2 

2 4 2495 24.7 3.61 6 5 1 
3 5 454 32.5 5.43 6 1 2 

6 2972 12.7 5.20 2 . 3  2  
7 2965 34.0 4.81 3 5 4 
8 1714 25.8 3.60 6 1 6 
9 "1414 22.8 3.75 6 4 4 

10 743 13.7 5.01 6 1 3 
A, 69 61 69 

Product Requirement, Demand Data and Constraint Coefficient 

Group Product 1 Product 2 Product 3 Product 4 Bm 
1 15.2 5.95 13.2 11.2 
2 10.6 17.1 5.57 13.2 
3 8.32 14.8 13.1 17.3 

Demand 57 50 53 52 
bji 6 6 2 2 34 
bi2 2 6 1 3 36 



Table 4.2 - Example Data 

Part Cost, Strength Data and Constraint Coefficient 

Group Part F9t Wsi asil aai 2 aa«3 
No. No. 
1 1 1317 20.3 3.95 6 7 6 
2 2 2020 47.8 5.85 4 4 5 

3 371 12.0 3.88 3 5 3 
4 2678 11.9 5.32 5 6 6 
5 2942 35.5 2.34 4 3 3 
6 2582 35.7 4.47 4 4 5 
7 2221 35.7 5.63 4 3 3 
8 2876 26.1 2.16 3 5 5 

3 9 2324 16.7 5.63 5 3 3 
10 817 37.8 5.00 7 7 3 

M 63 58 59 

Product Requirement, Demand Data and Constraint Coefficient 

Group Product 1 Product 2 Product 3 Product 4 
1 14.5 15.8 18.5 8.77 
2 19.4 16.0 19.2 8.35 
3 13.8 18.1 15.7 5.80 

Demand 54 58 54 51 
bji 8 6 5 8 41 
b j 2  8 9 7 7 57 
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4.3 Experimental Results 

To test the effectiveness of this heuristic, we also developed an optimal pro

cedure to solve this problem. The optimal procedure is a complete enumeration, 

and it can solve only small size problems. 

The computational experiment consisted of 45 randomly generated problems 

organized in a 3x3 factorial experiment. Five replications were done at each design 

setting. The design settings for the number of parts were 20, 30 and 40, the design 

settings for the number of groups were 3, 5 and 7. All problems were run with 4 

end products. 

Data for each run were uniformly generated from the intervals listed in Ta

ble 4.3. We have to pay special attention to constraint coefficients. As mentioned 

before, if the constraints are always loose, the problem becomes a multiple choice 

modular design while if the constraints are too tight, there will not be enough room 

to move. In the worst case, there could be no feasible solutions. Data were chosen 

so that in most runs the heuristic used the two-step procedure to solve the problem. 

The heuristic and the optimal procedure were coded using Fortran 77 and the 

experiment was ran on a VAX 11/780 computer. Table 4.4 contains the comparison 

results of using both the heuristic and the optimal procedure. From table 4.4 we 

can see that the heuristic found the optimal solution in 34 runs, which is 76% of the 

time. This result is very close to the result in Cheraghi[1987]. The overall average 

deviation of non-optimal solutions from the optimality is 4.72%, which is higher 

than the result in Cheraghi[1987]. The average devation from optimality for all the 

heuristic runs is 1.15%. From table 4.4 we can also see that the heuristic perform 

well when the number of parts is large and when the number of groups is small. This 

result is opposite the result we found in the previous chapter. The intuitive reason 
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for this is that when the group number increases, the heuristic solution deviates 

more from optimality by using the alterative lagrange relaxation. However, when 

the part number increases, it offers more options to the designer and the feasible 

region become larger. 

As stated before, this heuristic can not always find a feasible solution when 

there exist one. But our experiment shows that it works reasonably well in that it 

finds at least one feasible solution in all 45 runs. 

The average CPU time needed using the heuristic to solve the problem is 

0.76 second, while the CPU time needed for the optimal procedure was in the tens 

of minutes. 
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Table 4.3 - Heuristic Intervals for Experiment 

Parameter Interval 
Gv vendor fixed charge (800,3000) 
Fai part fixed charge (300,3000) 
Cai part variable charge (10,50) 
W9i part strength factor (1,6) 
dj product demand (10,20) 

Raj group-product requirements (5,20) 
Gail constraint coefficient of part (1J) 
At constraint right hand value of part (50,120) 
km constraint coefficient of end product (1,7) 

constraint right hand value of end product (30,100) 

Table 4.4 - Heuristic Performance 

Number Number 
Parts Groups 

Number Percent 
Optimal Deviation 

3 
20 5 

7 

3 3.08 
3 4.19 
4 0.97 

3 
30 5 

7 

5 0 
5 0 
3 1.15 

3 
40 5 

7 

4 0.40 
3 0.34 
4 0.24 

Number Number 
Groups Parts 

Number Percent 
Optimal Deviation 

20 
3 30 

40 

3 3.08 
5 0 
4 0.40 

20 
5 30 

40 

3 4.19 
5 0 
3 0.34 

20 
7 30 

40 

4 0.97 
3 1.15 
4 0.24 
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